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EZ Dump
SmartcanMax™

Container size: 23 U.S. 
liquid gallons.
Number of pieces: 2, 
Body & Bottom Tray.
Total weight is 9 
pounds: Body 7 pounds 
and Bottom Tray 2 
pounds.
Dimensions: Body: 
22”L X 10.5”W X 29”H  
Top opening: 8.5”W X 
16.5”L
Dimensions: Bottom 
Tray: 24”L X 11.5” W X 
3.5”H 
Material (LLDPE) 
LL-8555 or LL-8460 or 
equivalent Exxon 
(LLDPE) Linear Low 
Density Polyethylene.

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

EZ Dump
SmartcanMax™ Funnel

Number of pieces: 1, 
Funnel
Total weight is 1.5 lbs.
Dimensions: Funnel:
20.75”L X 12.25”W
X 6”H
Top opening:12.25”W
X 20.75”L
Inside opening: 7.75”W 
X 16”L
Material:
LL-8555 or LL-8460 or
equivalent Exxon
(LLDPE) Linear Low
Density Polyethylene

ELIMINATES THE STRUGGLE
TO REMOVE HEAVY LINER BAGS.
GUARANTEED.

SAFE AND SMART
The innovative SmartcanMax™ promotes safe trash 
removal for employees by eliminating the strain of 
lifting heavy trash bag liners out of the can. Anyone can 
use it, regardless of size or stature. No more mess and 
tearing of bag liners upon removal.  

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:

SAVES YOU TIME AND MONEY
Taking out the trash is no longer a two-person job but 
can be handled safely and easily by one - saving time 
and reducing labor costs.

The patented SmartcanMax™ component-based design 
allows for it to be easily cleaned and maintained. Its 
body, base and funnel can be replaced separately - 
guaranteeing cost savings and years of potential 
service, as opposed to complete can replacement. 

Because of the inverted shape, SmartcanMax™ is more 
stable and allows users to fill each trash bag liner to 
full capacity - optimizing liner usage. Less frequent 
emptying increases employee productivity and keeps 
waste where it belongs – in the trash bag.

SmartcanMax™ can also be customized with color and 
graphics, subject to order minimums.

SmartcanMax™ meets NSF Class 21
standards when used with a plastic bag.

“Amazing...such a simple idea has improved
an important ongoing and necessary part
of our business operations”

“SmartcanMax™ is bulletproof”

“They work perfectly every time”

“This product is a game changer”

“This is a unique ergonomically sound product.”

“We use SmartcanMax™ in a team member
trained restaurant and believe this trash can
outperforms any existing type of waste receptacle.”

“Exactly as advertised, and better!”

™
INTRODUCING THE REVOLUTIONARY
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Back injuries are OSHA's #1 worker incident. 
Average U.S. back injury cost is $37,000

Did you know? It is estimated US employers pay over 
$1 billion per week for direct workers' compensation
costs.  This does not include indirect costs.

WE HAVE DESIGNED AND CREATED
A REVOLUTIONARY TRASH CAN

With the patented SmartcanMax™ you don't take the 
trash out of the can. You take the can off the trash! 

• Safe, efficient, easy and more convenient
• Users never struggle to remove a trash bag
• Easy to clean - component based
• Durable and industrial grade
• Patented American innovation

Features include:
• V-grips - to hold trash bags securely in place
• Funnel - provides larger opening for use in high 
volume food preparation areas and secures the bag
• Detachable body - allows users to easily remove the 
trash bag, and keep SmartcanMax™ clean
• Various colors and graphics available

OUR 5-YEAR NO HOLES WARRANTY
PROVIDES UNBEATABLE ROI

EZ Dump Commercial Inc. products are backed by our 
5-Year No Holes  warranty*. Our return-on-investment  
is undeniable and the safety value and potential savings 
we provide is an industry first. 

QUALITY DESIGN MADE IN THE USA

The SmartcanMax™ slim profile fits in virtually any 
waste collection area, and makes it effortless to remove 
the trash bag. The funnel top locks the trash bag 
securely in place and sits just below standard
commercial countertop height for added convenience.

Superior engineering and design, commercial grade 
manufacturing, and 100% recyclable and sustainable 
material results in a durable and rugged product. 
SmartcanMax™ is perfect for your toughest waste 
receptacle needs. Proudly made in the USA.

HOW SMARTCANMAX™ WORKS:

CUSTOMERS BENEFITTING:

US Patent # 7,913,871

Tie the liner bag 
closed. If using a 
SmartcanMax™ 
funnel, remove the 
funnel first.

Step firmly on one 
SmartcanMax™ release 
pedal to unlock and then 
remove the Smartcan-
Max™ body, by tilting and 
lifting it slightly, off of 
the full trash bag.

Get into a safe lifting 
position by facing the 
trash bag with your feet 
shoulder width apart, 
knees bent, back 
straight, head up. 

Simply remove the 
full trash bag from 
the SmartcanMax™.

Place the SmartcanMax™

on it’s base, and snap it in 
position. Insert a new trash 
bag, gathering and tucking 
the excess into a v-grip 
channel on the rim. If you 
are using a funnel, snap 
back into place. 

1 2 3 4 5

Note: Always lift carefully

* Excepting fire, flame or hot grease, applies to the base component of the SmartcanMax™ unit only.
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